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This study examined acquisition order disparities and their associated causes in an EFL context, so that 
pedagogical means of enhancing the process of morphosyntactic development could be discovered. 
Twenty-six South Korean EFL middle school students were given an extensive timed writing test. Fol- 
lowing the administration of this test, an acquisition order for 16 morphosyntactic features was con-
structed. The EFL order was first compared to others found in ESL contexts. It was then compared to six 
hypothesized causes of acquisition: EFL input frequency, L1 similarity, morphosyntactic variability, se- 
mantic complexity, sonority, and morphosyntactic complexity. Results suggest that while input frequency 
and L1 similarity are the most significant predictors, all causal variables have a role in the manifestation 
of acquisition order within an EFL context. Suggestions for curricular reform that utilize the unique 
causal characteristics of each morphosyntactic feature have been proposed. 
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Introduction 

In the fall of 1962, Brown’s (1973) longitudinal study of 
three preschool children identified a process of morphosyntac- 
tic development whereby L1 English learners acquire the same 
14 morphological features in a distinct order. Features such as 
the present progressive, prepositions (in and on), plural -s, past 
irregular tenses, and possessive ’s appeared early in the lan- 
guage development process, while features such as the third- 
person singular -s and contracted verb forms (the copula and 
auxiliary) appeared late (Brown, 1973). 

Following the discovery of this “invariant” order of gram- 
matical development for L1 learners, Dulay and Burt (1973, 
1974, 1975) further found that young ESL learners acquire 
morphological features in a distinct order. The progressive -ing 
and plural -s morphemes, for example, tended to be acquired 
early, while the third person singular -s morpheme was usually 
acquired late in the language learning process. In contrast to the 
L1 acquisition process, features such as the past irregular tense 
and possessive ’s were acquired late within ESL sequences of 
grammatical development, while contractible forms of the cop- 
ula and auxiliary were acquired earlier (Dulay and Burt, 1973). 
Despite key differences in the L1 and L2 acquisition orders, 
Dulay and Burt (1974) came to the conclusion that a universal 
cognitive process governed the acquisition of grammatical fea- 
tures. Subsequent research also adopted this paradigm, declare- 
ing that acquisition order was common for ESL learners of all 
ages and linguistic backgrounds (Dulay & Burt, 1974; Krashen, 
Butler, Birnbaum, & Robertson, 1978; Dulay, Burt, & Krashen, 
1982; Pienemann, Di Biase, & Kawaguchi, 2005). 

In the 1980’s, researchers began to develop stage-by-stage 
analyses of the hypothesized “universal” orders of morphosyn- 
tactic development. Krashen and Terrell (1983), for example, 

through the synthesis of several past studies, developed a 4- 
stage hierarchy of morphosyntactic development termed the 
Natural Order (Appendix A). According to this order, progres- 
sive, copula, and plural morphemes were acquired in early 
stages, while the past tense, third person singular, and posses- 
sive morphemes were acquired late. Following the Natural 
Order Hypothesis, researchers such as Pienemann (1995, 1999, 
2005, 2008) and Johnston (1985, 1994) used research to de- 
velop a six stage process of morphosyntactic development 
called the Processability Model (Appendix A). Unlike prior 
research of morphological features, the Processability Model 
included several syntactic features involved in the creation of 
question construction and complex clauses. Grammatical fea- 
tures were organized into six discreet categories, which re- 
vealed the development of speech from small phrases to com- 
plex sentences and questions (Dyson, 2008; Dyson, 2009). 

Because research traditionally emphasized the universality of 
grammatical acquisition, explicit grammar instruction has relied 
heavily on general-purpose frameworks designed to introduce 
features at a cognitively opportune time (Chamot, 2009; Echevar- 
ria, Vogt, & Short, 2008; Fotos, 2001). Pedagogical practices 
such as the Teachability Hypothesis and I + 1 theory, for exam- 
ple, which were developed for the Processability Model and the 
Natural Order Hypothesis, respectively, advocate the presenta- 
tion of morphosyntactic features that are slightly more difficult 
than a learner’s developmental level (Pienemann, 2005; Yang, 
2008). While such frameworks have been shown to be effective 
within a clinical setting, research suggests that their adaptation 
to practice has been limited (Schenck & Lee, 2009; Spada & 
Tomita, 2010). 

In reality, the limited utilization of general-purpose frame- 
works based upon acquisition order research appears to be 
caused by a significant deficiency in understanding of morpho- 
syntactic development. Educators are now unable to concretely *Corresponding author. 
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connect acquisition order to practice because the process is still 
not fully understood. Since past research heavily emphasized 
universality over disparity (Mitchell & Myles, 2004), key dif- 
ferences of morphosyntactic sequences, which may have been 
caused by factors such as L1 transfer and differential input 
frequency, were largely ignored (Luk & Shirai, 2009). Research 
now suggests that even well-established acquisition sequences, 
such as Brown’s (1973) 14-morpheme acquisition order, may 
differ significantly based upon contextual factors (James & 
Khan, 1982). 

Due to the recognition of fundamental disparities in acquisi- 
tion order, researchers have begun to more heavily investigate 
the impact of external stimuli such as input frequency on the 
emergence of grammar in speech and writing (Ellis, 2002; Ellis 
& Collins, 2009; Nekrasova, 2009). This research has illumi- 
nated some processes of acquisition, but the manifestation of 
grammatical order is still not fully understood. Additional 
studies that holistically document the interaction of multiple 
influences, to include both input frequency and L1 transfer, are 
now required to provide a more holistic understanding of mor- 
phosyntactic development. This understanding may provide 
essential information needed to reform and improve explicit 
grammar curricula. 

Acquisition Order Disparities in an EFL Context 

Early research concluded that EFL acquisition order was 
virtually the same as that found within ESL contexts (Dulay, 
Burt, & Krashen, 1982). A study by Makino (1979), for exam- 
ple, which examined the acquisition order of 777 Japanese EFL 
secondary school students, found that EFL learners acquired 
features in stages that were nearly equivalent to their ESL peers. 
Since the progressive, copula, and plural were relatively easier 
to acquire, while the third person singular, past regular tense, 
and past irregular tense were more difficult to acquire, Makino 
(1979) concluded that acquisition orders were similar for chil- 
dren, adolescents, and adults, even if the surrounding environ- 
mental conditions differed. This finding led researchers such as 
Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982) to conclude that one universal 
cognitive force was responsible for the apparently ubiquitous 
morphosyntactic sequence. 

Although the EFL order obtained by Makino’s (1979) study 
did, indeed, reveal similarities to those obtained from ESL con- 
texts, there were key differences. Because the research was 
highly focused upon uncovering universal processes of mor- 
phosyntactic development, disparities were unexplored or over- 
looked. In reality, three of the nine features examined within 
the study emerged in a disparate order; the sequential positions 
of the possessive, article, and progressive auxiliary morphemes, 
for example, were different from those obtained by Dulay and 
Burt’s (1974) study. Despite the presence of significant differ- 
ences in acquisition order, the preoccupation with an “invariant 
order” continued to inhibit the identification of variance and 
associated causes. 

To address shortcomings with past research, a recent review 
of SLA research by Luk and Shirai (2009) identified key dis- 
crepancies in the acquisition of the article, plural -s, and pos- 
sessive ’s features among Asian learners from Japan, China, 
and Korea. Articles and plural -s morphemes were cited to be 
acquired later than predicted by the Natural order, whereas the 
possessive ’s morpheme was acquired earlier. These anomalies 
were explained through examining the congruency and mor- 

phological similarity of the features in the L1 and L2. The study 
found that the possessive morpheme was linguistically congru- 
ent and shared the bound morphological attribute in all lan- 
guages examined, explaining the early emergence of this fea- 
ture. The article and plural morphemes, in contrast, were not 
considered to be congruent, explaining the late emergence (Luk 
& Shirai, 2009). 

While the study by Luk and Shirai (2009) was a step for- 
ward, it failed to comprehensively examine other factors that 
impact acquisition, such as phonological salience, morphosyn- 
tactic variability, morphosyntactic complexity, semantic com- 
plexity, and input frequency. As revealed by studies of ESL 
contexts (Goldschneider & DeKeyser, 2005; Schenck & Choi, 
2012), the concomitant consideration of these multiple causal 
factors may facilitate the development of a more holistic view 
of acquisition and its associated causes. The purpose of this 
study, therefore, is to comprehensively examine the influence 
of multiple factors of acquisition in an EFL context. Because 
variables such as input frequency vary within EFL contexts 
such as South Korea (Goh, 2007; Kim, 2002), results of study 
within these environments may allow for the understanding of 
how causal manipulation will impact the acquisition process. 
Ultimately, this understanding is a prerequisite of curricular 
reform, since educators must know what changes are required 
before a desired result can be engineered. 

Research Questions 

Although studies demonstrate a means to explain acquisition 
order through collective analysis of causes such as phonological 
salience, frequency, morphological variability, semantic com- 
plexity, and syntactic complexity (Goldschneider & DeKeyser, 
2005; Schenck & Choi, 2012), exclusive research in an ESL 
context has restricted understanding of how differential causal 
values (e.g., EFL frequency and L1 transfer) can affect acquisi- 
tion order. To address this deficiency within research, the cur- 
rent study was developed to holistically examine acquisition 
and associated causes within an EFL context. The following 
questions were posed: 

Q1. How does EFL acquisition order compare to that found 
within ESL contexts? 

A. In what order do South Korean EFL learners acquire 
morphosyntactic features? 
B. How is the EFL acquisition order similar to those found 
in ESL contexts? How is it different? 
Q2. Why does EFL acquisition order differ from that found 

within ESL contexts? 
A. To what degree is the resulting South Korean EFL acqui- 
sition order explained by individually considering variables 
such as frequency, phonological salience, morphosyntactic 
variability, syntactic complexity, semantic complexity, and 
L1 transfer of each morphosyntactic feature? 
B. To what degree is the resulting South Korean EFL acqui- 
sition order explained by cumulatively considering frequency, 
phonological salience, morphosyntactic variability, syntactic 
complexity, semantic complexity, and L1 transfer of each 
morphosyntactic feature? 
Question one was selected to examine the effects of an EFL 

environment on the acquisition phenomenon. Question two 
aims to explain why the differences between acquisition orders 
occur. 
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Research Methods and Design 

The present study, which was conducted in a South Korean 
EFL context, investigated the same 16 grammatical features 
previously examined within an ESL environment (Schenck & 
Choi, 2012). This form of analysis allowed for the cross-con- 
textual comparison of acquisition orders and associated vari- 
ables (e.g., input frequency), thereby facilitating the develop- 
ment of a more holistic perspective. 

Participants 

To provide a sample for the study of EFL acquisition, 26 
middle school learners were selected from a population at a 
South Korean middle school. Students who did not have na- 
tive-speaking tutors and hadn’t studied abroad were purposively 
selected using snowball sampling. Because the selected sample 
had had less exposure to English communicative input outside 
the classroom, morphosyntactic frequency values obtained from 
public school input, used as one predictor of morphosyntactic 
acquisition order, were thought to have heightened validity 
(Schenck, 2012). 

Although participants did not have extensive experience with 
native speakers, most of the participants did have experience 
attending extracurricular English academies. Only four had not 
attended any English academies. The remainder of participants 
had a mean average of 4.33 years attending private academies, 
attending classes from two to three times a week for about one 
hour. All students were either in their first or second year of 
middle school and ranged in age from 11 to 15 years old. 

Instrument and Materials 

Each student was given a writing activity (See Appendix C) 
which included tasks designed to provide at least three commu- 
nicative contexts for each of the 16 morphosyntactic features 
studied (Appendix B). The test was administered orally, and 
students were given 30 seconds for each response. The re- 
sponses were timed to reduce the chance that they were edited 
or reviewed after creation. As revealed in a study by Ellis 
(2005), giving tests with timing tends to elicit implicit, rather 
than explicit knowledge of grammatical features. Since research 
has confirmed a clear link between the sequence of morpho- 
syntactic acquisition in both speaking and writing (Dulay, Burt, 
& Krashen, 1982), written responses were also considered to be 
a valid indicator of morphosyntactic competence. 

In addition to questions created by the researcher, communi- 
cative tasks from the syntax component of the Comprehensive 
Assessment of Spoken English (CASL) were used to ensure 
that more than three contexts were provided for each morpho- 
syntactic feature. The CASL includes a series of pictures that 
provide natural communicative contexts for the use of multiple 
morphosyntactic features (Carrow-Woolfolk, 1999). 

Throughout the delivery of all communicative exercises, par- 
ticipants were encouraged to use their creativity, without fear of 
being graded or reprimanded. This helped to ensure that a play- 
it-safe strategy, which would limit the number of morphosyn- 
tactic features represented in the resulting data, was not em- 
ployed. 

Operational Definition of Variables 

Acquisition Level. Acquisition level refers to the degree to 

which a morphosyntactic feature is correctly used in communi- 
cative contexts where the feature is required. This ratio scale 
variable was determined in two steps. First, point values were 
assigned to morphosyntactic features within the written data 
according to the following system developed by Dulay, Burt, & 
Krashen (1982): 

1) Correct morpheme    2 points (“sat”); 
2) Misformed morpheme   1 point (“sitted”); 
3) Incorrect/Absent morpheme  0 points (“sit”). 
Second, a percentage of proficiency was calculated by add- 

ing all the points for correct and misformed responses, and 
dividing this number by the total of obligatory contexts multi- 
plied by two (Dulay, Burt, & Krashen, 1982). 

Frequency. Frequency refers to the number of times a mor- 
phosyntactic feature is present within input communicated to 
the learner. This ratio scale variable was obtained from a study 
of elementary school EFL input (Schenck, 2012). The study 
includes all the elementary school English input that was re- 
ceived by the Korean middle school participants from grades 1 
to 6. The frequency values are based upon the content of a 
strictly regimented national curriculum that was administered to 
all elementary students in South Korea, including those exam- 
ined within this study. 

L1 Similarity. L1 similarity refers to the degree to which a 
learner’s native language resembles English. This degree of 
similarity was calculated using the method employed by Luk & 
Shirai (2009). It used two characteristics for cross-linguistic 
comparison of morphosyntactic features: presence/absence of 
the feature and the free/bound/lexical attribute. If any of the 
characteristics were positive for a similarity, they were assigned 
the value of 1. The scores for each characteristic were then 
added to get a final score for similarity (maximum value of 2). 
When considering past irregular tense, for example, a final 
value of 2 was assigned, since the Korean language has the 
same lexically altered feature. To determine similarity for ques- 
tion inversion, the auxiliary verb was considered. If the auxil- 
iary verb was present in Korean, a value of 1 was assigned. If it 
had the same free/bound/lexical attribute as in English, it was 
also assigned a value of 1. Although inversion of the auxiliary 
was also considered, the absence of this feature in Korean indi- 
cated that no additional value could be added, making the max- 
imum similarity values for these features 2. 

Morphosyntactic variability. Morphosyntactic variability is 
a ratio scale variable that refers to the number of different 
forms a grammatical feature may take. Values for each mor- 
phosyntactic feature were calculated by determining the num-
ber of alternations each feature had (e.g., the number of allo- 
morphs or syntactic variants) according to a method used within 
a prior study of ESL acquisition (Schenck & Choi, 2012). 

Phonological salience. Phonological salience refers to the 
ease with which a morphosyntactic feature can be heard (Gold- 
schneider and DeKeyser, 2005). This ratio scale variable was 
calculated by determining a feature’s sonority, which is the 
degree to which the vocal tract is open during articulation 
(Yavas, 2010). Sonority was determined by using a scale em- 
ployed within a prior study of ESL acquisition (Schenck & 
Choi, 2012). 

Semantic complexity. Semantic complexity is a ratio scale 
variable that refers to the total number of meanings conveyed 
by a morphosyntactic feature (Goldschneider & DeKeyser, 2005). 
To calculate semantic complexity, the number of meanings 
conveyed for each grammatical structure were added using a 
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method devised by Brown (1973) and later expanded for syn- 
tactic features (Schenck & Choi, 2012). 

Morphosyntactic complexity. Morphosyntactic complexity 
refers to the degree of difficulty learners have acquiring a new 
grammatical feature. A value for this variable was empirically 
assigned using a method employed within a prior study (Schenck 
& Choi, 2012). Features were categorized based upon an ordi- 
nal scale that ranged from 6 (the least complex) to 1 (the most 
complex). The scale was based on the Processability Model, 
which suggests that less complex intra-phrasal aspects of mor- 
phology are acquired first, followed by more complex inter- 
phrasal and inter-sentential aspects of syntax (Pienemann, 1999). 

Data Collection, Processing, and Analysis 

Research Question One 

Question one was investigated through a two-step process. 
First, the sequence of acquisition was constructed using the data 
collected from the South Korean EFL participants. To deter- 
mine the acquisition percentage for each grammatical feature, 
written data was cross-referenced with its corresponding sup- 
pliance in obligatory context (SOC), which refers to the context 
where a particular morphosyntactic feature must be used. The 
use of the SOC has been criticized by some researchers such as 
Bley-Vroman (1983), because it does not identify the true na- 
ture of interlanguage development, and does not empirically 
evaluate factors such as oversuppliance of a morphosyntactic 
feature. Despite such problems, use of the SOC is still recog- 
nized as providing one universal “yardstick” for the measure- 
ment of grammatical accuracy (Kwon, 2004). 

Instead of calculating acquisition percentages by averaging 
responses for the group as a whole, averages of grammatical 
accuracy were first determined for each individual participant. 
The resulting percentages were then averaged again to get a 
final group percentage for the acquisition of each feature. This 
method mitigated the possibility of skewing from either over- 
suppliance or undersuppliance of a morphosyntactic feature by 
individual participants, which is cited as a potential problem by 
Dulay, Burt, and Krashen (1982). 

After acquisition percentages for the group were calculated 
and ranked, the resulting EFL sequence was statistically com- 
pared to both the Natural Order and Processability Theory us- 
ing the Spearman rank correlation formula. Differences in ac- 
quisition which influenced the correlation values were then 
qualitatively analyzed to identify notable disparities in the 
South Korean EFL sequence. 

Research Question Two 

To assess the influence of multiple factors on morphosyntac- 
tic development, various causes of acquisition order were com- 
pared to the grammatical sequence obtained from South Korean 
EFL participants. Ratings for each independent variable (fre- 
quency, phonological salience, morphosyntactic variability, se- 
mantic complexity, and syntactic complexity) were first com- 
pared to acquisition order separately using the Spearman rank 
correlation formula. Correlations were then examined to assess 
causal impact on the acquisition process. 

After individual correlations were calculated and analyzed, 
multiple linear regression was used to assess the collective 
influence of causes on the acquisition process. Results were 
analyzed to determine the degree to which concomitant factors 

influence morphosyntactic development. 

Results and Discussion 

After acquisition percentages for each grammatical feature 
were calculated and ranked, the sequence of morphosyntactic 
development in Table 1 was revealed. 

According to the EFL order in Table 1, morphological fea- 
tures such as negation, the copula, the progressive, and the 
plural emerge early, within the first half of the sequence. Syn- 
tactic features such as do, Wh copula, and yes/no auxiliary 
inversion also appear early in the acquisition order. In contrast, 
morphological features such as the past irregular, past regular, 
article, and third person singular emerge within the second half 
of the order. Syntactic features, likewise, such as Wh auxiliary 
question inversion and cancel inversion emerge late in the se- 
quence. Phrasal verb separation was completely absent from the 
participants’ writings. Thus, it was placed at the end of the 
sequence. 

Comparison of the EFL acquisition order to those found in 
ESL contexts, namely, the Natural Order and the Processability 
Model, revealed several similarities and some notable differ-
ences. Empirical correlation revealed significant results which 
are shown in Table 2. 

The EFL acquisition order significantly correlated to both the 
Processability Model and the Natural Order Hypothesis, yield- 
ing values of rs = .699 (p = .036) and rs = .778 (p = .014), re- 
spectively. Although sequences correlated highly, there were 
distinct differences. Within the South Korean EFL acquisition 
order, acquisition percentages reveal that verbal negation emerged 
earlier than the plural -s feature. This contrasts with the Proc- 
essability Model, which hypothesizes that an initial form of 
verbal negation will emerge in stage three, while the plural -s 
feature is posited to emerge in stage two. The EFL acquisition 
order also revealed a disparity with the emergence of the phrasal 
verb. This feature did not appear in the students’ written data, 
despite the Processability Model’s hypothesis that it will emerge 
in stage four, before Wh auxiliary question inversion, the third 
person singular, and cancel inversion. Forms of question inver- 
sion appeared to adhere to the order outlined by the Proc- 
essability Model. 

 
Table 1. 
Acquisition order in a South Korean EFL context. 

Grammatical Feature Acquisition Percentage 

1) Verbal negation 97.44 

2) Copula 91.96 

3) Progressive auxiliary total 85.45 

4) Plural -s 85.24 

5) Do question inversion 84.42 

6) Wh copula question inversion 77.05 

7) Yes/no auxiliary question inversion 77.04 

8) Progressive -ing 74.97 

9) Past irregular 72.60 

10) Possessive ’s 63.27 

11) Article 62.36 

12) Third person singular -s 57.79 

13) Wh auxiliary question inversion 38.53 

14) Past regular 32.69 

15) Cancel inversion 5.77 

16) Phrasal verb separation .0 
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Other disparities existed between the EFL acquisition per- 
centages and the Natural Order. First, the progressive auxiliary 
morpheme appeared earlier in the EFL acquisition order, emerg- 
ing between the copula and plural -s feature. This contrasts with 
the Natural Order, which hypothesizes that the progressive 
auxiliary emerges in stage two, while the copula and plural -s 
morphemes appear in stage one. A second major disparity is the 
emergence of the article. Within the EFL acquisition order, it 
appears between the possessive ’s and third person singular, 
both of which are hypothesized to emerge during stage four in 
the Natural Order. Within the Natural Order, however, the arti- 
cle is hypothesized to emerge two stages earlier than these fea- 
tures, in stage two. 

 
Table 2. 
Spearman rank correlations of Korean EFL acquisition order to the 
Processability Model and Natural Order Hypothesis. 

 Processability Model Natural Order Hypothesis

Pearson Correlation .699* .778* 

Sig. (2-tailed) .036 .014 

N 9 9 

*Correlation is significant at the .05 level (2-tailed). 

Through analysis of various causes of acquisition order, rea- 
sons for notable differences of grammatical sequences may be 
revealed. Correlations of EFL acquisition percentages for each 
grammatical feature to six causes (Frequency, L1 Similarity, 
Morphosyntactic Variability, Morphosyntactic Complexity, Se- 
mantic Complexity, and Sonority) using the Spearman rank 
correlation formula yielded interesting results (Table 3). 

Results of Table 3 reveal a strong correlation of acquisition 
rates to causal variables such as input frequency (rs = .699; p 
= .003) and L1 similarity (rs = .639; p = .008). This suggests 
that these two factors have a large impact on acquisition order 
in the EFL context. The significant correlations suggest that 
additional analysis of these two causes may explain fundamen- 
tal differences in acquisition order. To illustrate, values of input 
frequency from both ESL and EFL contexts were converted to 
standardized z scores for comparison; the resulting z scores and 
values for L1 similarity were then listed alongside the acquisi- 
tion order in Table 4. 

Through viewing Table 4, reasons for the disparities in 
emergence of negation, the progressive auxiliary, the article, 
and the phrasal verb become more salient. Early emergence of 
the progressive auxiliary and negation in the EFL context may 
be partially explained through the analysis of L1 similarity. 

 
Table 3. 
Spearman rank correlations of EFL acquisition order to individual causes of acquisition. 

 Frequency in EFL Context L1 Similarity Morphosyntactic Alternations Semantic Complexity Sonority Morphosyntactic Complexity

Correlation 
Coefficient 

.699** .639** −.369 −.392 −.202 −.466 

Sig. (2-tailed) .003 .008 .159 .133 .452 .069 

N 16 16 16 16 16 16 

**Correlation is significant at the .01 level (2-tailed). 
 

Table 4. 
Comparison of acquisition order to the Korean L1, frequency in an EFL context, and frequency in and ESL context. 

EFL Acquisition Order 
L1 Similarity 

(Korean) 
Frequency in EFL Context (z Scores) 

Frequency in ESL Context (z Scores)  
(Schenck & Choi, 2012) 

1) Verbal negation 2 −.0784 −.2101 

2) Copula 2 3.4090 −.0882 

3) Progressive auxiliary 2 −.3091 −.4233 

4) Plural -s 2 .0873 .3451 

5) Do question inversion 1 −.3919 −.5023 

6) Wh copula question inversion 2 .5546 −.5011 

7) Yes/no auxiliary question inversion 1 −.0458 −.4913 

8) Progressive -ing 2 −.3091 −.0244 

9) Past irregular 1 −.5014 .7214 

10) Possessive ’s 2 −.5605 −.4327 

11) Article 0 .8149 3.5148 

12) Third person singular -s 0 −.5309 −.1789 

13) Wh auxiliary question inversion 1 −.3387 −.5048 

14) Past regular 2 −.5457 −.2149 

15) Cancel inversion 0 −.6286 −.5097 

16) Phrasal verb separation 0 −.6256 −.4997 
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First of all, the progressive auxiliary and verbal negation are 

both morphologically similar in Korean. Negation is achieved 
in Korean by adding a morphological structure to the end of a 
verb, as in contracted forms of the auxiliary in English (e.g., 
don’t, isn’t). Not surprisingly, nearly all negation (with the 
exception of one instance, is not) utilized the contracted forms 
of negation, such as don’t, didn’t, won’t, can’t, and isn’t, which 
are highly congruent with the Korean language. The progres- 
sive auxiliary, likewise, is similar in Korean. The feature uses 
an auxiliary verb that is a free morpheme in both languages. 

While L1 similarity partially explains the early emergence of 
the progressive auxiliary and verbal negation, frequency also 
explains this phenomenon. Values of standardized z scores 
suggest that the proportion of input to which the Korean EFL 
participants were exposed was higher than that contained within 
an ESL context for both the progressive auxiliary and verbal 
negation (progressive: −.3091 > −.4233; negation: −.0784 > 
−.2101). 

In addition to the progressive auxiliary and negation, the late 
emergence of the article and phrasal verb may be explained 
through combined analysis of L1 similarity and frequency. 
Unlike the progressive and negation, the article and phrasal 
verb are not present in the Korean language. Moreover, stan- 
dardized z scores reveal that proportional use of the article and 
phrasal verb is lower within the South Korean EFL context 
(article: .8149 < 3.5148; phrasal verb: −.6256 < −.4997). 

The emergence of yet other grammatical features can be ex- 
plained through the concomitant consideration of multiple 
causes, such L1 similarity and frequency. Most features that 
emerge within the first half of the EFL sequence, for example, 
such as the copula, plural, and progressive, tend to be present in 
the Korean language. Moreover, features within the first half of 
the EFL acquisition order, with the exception of the progressive 
-ing and do inversion, have the highest z scores, indicating that 
these features appear more often within input than those in the 
second half of the EFL acquisition order. Features such as the 
progressive -ing and do inversion, which do not appear to be as 
heavily influenced by factors such as L1 similarity and fre- 
quency, may be explained through considering the influence of 
other causes. These features have no alternate forms (e.g., do 
inversion within the Processability Model does not include 
tense) and are syntactically simple compared to other features 
that appear in the second half of the EFL acquisition order. In 
addition, these features are more highly sonorant, since they 
each have a vowel, than other features such as the plural -s, 
possessive ’s, or third person singular -s. 

In contrast to the features that emerge early within the EFL 
sequence, those that appear late tend to be absent from the Ko- 
rean language (e.g., the article, third person singular, cancel 
inversion, and the phrasal verb). These features also tend to 
have a lower z score within EFL input. With the exception of 
the article, all of the features to emerge in the second half of the 
South Korean sequence, from numbers 8 to 16, have z scores 
lower than −.3. Most have z scores lower than −.5. The article, 
which frequently appears in the EFL input, albeit proportion- 
ately less so than within ESL input, has a high degree of se- 
mantic complexity, which explains its late emergence. Wh aux- 
iliary inversion, which appears amid other features having z 
scores of −.5 and lower, had a larger z score of −.3 within the 
EFL input. Like the article, other factors can explain the late 
emergence of this feature, namely, the increasing levels of se- 
mantic complexity, morphosyntactic complexity, and alterna- 

tions introduced by the inversion of several different auxiliary 
verbs with different tenses. 

While analysis of individual causes may explain some of the 
disparities of acquisition order, all six causes analyzed within 
this paper appear to synergistically influence the acquisition 
process. This idea was also exemplified by the results of multi- 
variate empirical analysis. Multiple regression revealed a mod- 
erately high correlation value of R = .77 (Appendix D). Ac- 
cording to the regression model, the six hypothesized inde- 
pendent variables explain nearly 60% of the morphosyntactic 
sequence. Moreover, the synthesis of these variables within the 
regression model yielded a higher significance value than indi-
vidual causes alone (p = .055). This suggests that multiple va- 
riables have a synergistic influence on the acquisition process. 
Overall, the results suggest that multiple causes do concomi- 
tantly exert some influence on acquisition order. 

Conclusion 

While results suggest that frequency and L1 Similarity are 
significant factors influencing acquisition in a South Korean 
EFL context, overall results of empirical and qualitative analy- 
sis indicate that all six hypothesized causes (frequency, L1 
similarity, morphosyntactic complexity, semantic complexity, 
morphosyntactic variability, and phonological salience) syner- 
gistically contribute to the manifestation of acquisition order. 
Because all of the multiple causes appear to influence morpho- 
syntactic development, it is imperative that educators adopt a 
new paradigm for the design of explicit grammar curricula. 
Most importantly, educators must deemphasize the one-size- 
fits-all strategy now commonly applied to grammar instruction, 
opting for reforms that provide activities tailored to the indi- 
vidual characteristics of each morphosyntactic feature. To fur- 
ther illustrate how this may be accomplished, values for the six 
causes of acquisition were ranked and compiled into charts for 
each grammatical feature. The ranking procedure resulted in the 
following chart for the plural morpheme, revealed in Figure 1. 

Through observing the causal ranks of the plural morpheme, 
which are relative to the other sixteen grammatical features 
analyzed within this study, methods of tailoring instruction to 
individual characteristics of the target feature may be construed. 
First, the high frequency of the plural morpheme in an ESL 
context suggests that a large proportion of the input should 
include this feature to ensure that it is acquired. Since L1 dif- 
ferences are low, extensive translation and frequent explicit 
descriptions of the syntax may be unnecessary. The lower val- 
ues for morphosyntactic variability, semantic complexity, and 
morphosyntactic complexity, likewise, suggest that means to 
emphasize these features, such as semantic maps, images, and 
grammar exercises, may not need to be used extensively. The 
difficulty hearing the plural morpheme (its low sonority) indi- 
cates that more extensive emphasis of the feature in listening 
input and pronunciation is required. 

The ranking process yielded very different results for some 
features such as Wh auxiliary inversion, which is featured in 
Figure 2. 

Unlike the plural feature, the Wh auxiliary question is not 
present within input as often. It, therefore, may not have to 
appear as frequently as other features within curricular input. 
Hearing difficulty is, likewise, low, suggesting that little em- 
phasis within listening input may be needed. Since L1 differ- 
ences, morphosyntactic variability, semantic complexity, and  
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*Degree of Emphasis Required for Each Characteristic. 

Figure 1. 
Rank values for individual characteristics of the plural -s. 

 

 
*Degree of Emphasis Required for Each Characteristic. 

Figure 2. 
Rank values for individual characteristics of Wh auxiliary inversion. 

 
morphosyntactic complexity are all high, more emphasis on 
grammar activities, videos, semantic maps, and other activities 
that highlight structural and semantic differences will be needed. 
Speaking and writing activities should also compel students to 
examine differences in auxiliary type, tense, and associated 
contextual meanings. 

In conclusion, causes such as frequency, L1 similarity, mor- 
phosyntactic complexity, semantic complexity, sonority, and 
morphosyntactic variability all appear to be influencing the 
acquisition process. It is essential that curriculum designers 
develop pedagogical techniques that utilize these causes. Since 
each grammatical feature has different characteristics, these 
disparities must also be utilized so that each morphosyntactic 
feature is uniformly acquired. Although results of this study are 
insightful, more research documenting the influences of multi- 
ple causes of acquisition order is needed. Moreover, the influ- 

ences of explicit grammar designs which tailor instruction to 
the characteristics of each grammatical feature must be further 
examined. Additional inquiries such as this will provide educa- 
tors with the knowledge required to enhance grammar instruc- 
tion for English learners. 
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Appendix A 

Table A1. 
Stages of multiple morphosyntactic models. 

Stage 
Processability Model 

Pienemann (1999) & Johnston (1985) 
Natural Order Hypothesis 
Krashen & Terrell (1983) 

1 Single Words 
Progressive (-ing) 

Plural (-s) 
Copula (to be) 

2 
SVO 

Plural (-s) 
Singular Auxiliary (is) 

Article (a, the) 

3 

Negative + Verb 
Do Fronting (Do Question Inversion) 

(only the “do” auxiliary in present tense is included) 
Topicalization 

Adverb Fronting 

Past Irregular 

4 

Y/N Question Inversion 
(all auxiliary verbs except do included) 

Particle Verb Separation 
Wh Copula Inversion 

(only present copula is included) 

Regular Past 
Third Person Singular (-s) 

Possessive (’s) 

5 
Wh-questions with Auxiliary 

(all auxiliary verbs except do included) 
Third person singular (-s) 

 

6 Cancel Inversion  

Appendix B 

Table B1. 
Grammar type and evaluation criteria in the instrument. 

Grammar Type Evaluation Criteria 

1. Plural (-s, -es) Correct/Misformed/Absent 

2. Copula (is, are, ’s, “r”) Correct/Misformed/Absent 

3. Progressive (-ing) Correct/Misformed/Absent 

4. Progressive Auxiliary (is, are, ’s, “r”) Correct/Misformed/Absent 

5. Past Regular Correct/Misformed/Absent 

6. Past Irregular Correct/Misformed/Absent 

7. Possessive (’s) Correct/Misformed/Absent 

8. Third Person Singular Correct/Misformed/Absent 

9. Article (a, an, the) Correct/Misformed/Absent 

10. Particle Verbs (particle movement) Correct/Misformed/Absent 

11. Negation + Verb Correct/Misformed/Absent 

12. Do-fronting Correct/Misformed/Absent 

13. Yes/No Inversion Correct/Misformed/Absent 

14. Wh Copula Inversion Correct/Misformed/Absent 

15. Wh Auxiliary Inversion Correct/Misformed/Absent 

16. Cancel Inversion Correct/Misformed/Absent 
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Appendix C 

Section 1: You (Questions about You). 
1. [Past Tense] 
Tell me about a fun trip you took (a place you traveled to) 

(Four sentences). 
2. [Cancel Inversion/Inversion] 
Students are told they are in the supermarket but can’t find 

any ice cream. They need to ask someone politely where the 
milk is. 

How can you ask someone politely to find out where the 
milk is? 

Section 2: Describe This Room Students view an image of a 
room and describe it (Image Source: Folse, Muchmore-Vok- 
oun, & Solomon, 2005: p. 76). 

1. [Copula/Plurals/Articles] 
This looks a lot like my living room at home. Describe this 

room (Four sentences). 
2. [Separable Particle] 
What chores do you (or your mom) do each week to keep the 

house clean? (e.g. hang your clothes up after taking them off, 
take the trash out) (Four sentences). 

Section 3: Questions for Matt (Students are shown a picture 
of a person named Matt). They will be told that they will meet 
him in person. A survey will be provided and students will be 
prompted to ask questions to get the information included 
within it. Provided sentences are incomplete, reducing the 
chance that students will use existing grammatical forms to 
construct written output. 

1. [Aux Inversion] 
can swim                                   Yes/No 
2. [Do-Fronting] 
wants to go to China                          Yes/No 
3. [Aux Inversion ] 
is taking an English class                      Yes/No 
4. [Aux Inversion ] 
handed a report in last week to his professor       Yes/No 
5. [Aux Inversion ] 
has eaten Mexican food                       Yes/No 
6. [Cancel Inversion/Do-Fronting] 
knows what his wife’s favorite color is           Yes/No 
7. [Cancel Inversion/Do-Fronting] 
found out where his wallet is (he lost it last week)  Yes/No 
8. [Aux Inversion] 
would like to climb a mountain                 Yes/No 
9. [Do-Fronting] 
throws his garbage out more than once a week     Yes/No 
10. [Do-Fronting] 
needs to save more money                     Yes/No 
11. [Do-Fronting, Cancel Inversion] 
knows the capital of South Korea               Yes/No 
12. [Wh-Copula Inversion] 
favorite sport 
13. [Wh Aux] 
can _____________. 
14. [Wh-Copula Inversion] 
happy with his life because ________________. 
15. [Wh Aux] 
grew up in _____________. 
16. [Wh Aux] 
has lived in New York for ______________. 
17. [Wh Aux] 

Is taking a _____________ class. 
18. [Wh-Copula Inversion] 
nationality ______________. 
19. [Wh Aux] 
would like to see the movie _____________.  
20. [Wh Aux] 
If he could have any job, he would be _______________. 
21. [Wh-Copula Inversion] 
favorite food. 
Section 4: Your Best Friend Students describe their friend. 
1. [Possessive/Copula] 
What’s your friend’s name? 
What do you do when you get together? 
2. [Third Person Singular] 
What does your best friend like? 
3. [Present Progressive] 
What do you think she is doing right now? 
4. [Third Person Singular] 
Where does she/he live? 
5. [Third Person Singular] 
What does she study/do? 
Section 5: Family A family tree will be presented. Partici-

pants will then be asked the following questions about the cho-
sen individuals. 

1. [Copula/Possessive] 
Who is Maggie? 
Who is Mona? 
Who is Herb? 
Who is Ling? 
[Plural] 
How many sisters does Marge have? 
Section 6: CASL Questions Students will be shown several 

images from the CASL test (Carrow-Woolfolk, 1999). They 
will then be prompted to write according to spoken directions 
of the test administrator. 

1. CASL Picture 1 (Two pictures each having a different 
sized ball): [Copula IS/Article] 

Here is a little ball. 
(Point to other picture) Here is _________ (e.g., “a big 

ball”). 
2. CASL Picture 3 (Shows two different dogs): [Copula IS] 
This dog is little. 
(Point to other picture) This dog _________ (e.g., “is big”). 
3. CASL Picture 6 (Shows two different actions): [Present 

Progressive IS/Article] 
Here the girl is drinking. 
(Point to other picture) Here __________ (e.g., “the girl is 

eating a hamburger”). 
4. CASL Picture 8 (Shows two different actions): [Present 

Progressive ARE/Plural] 
These boys are swimming. 
(Point to other picture) These __________ (e.g., “boys are 

riding bikes”). 
5. CASL Picture 9 (Shows two different actions): [Present 

Progressive IS/Article] 
Here the dog is barking. 
(Point to other picture) Here __________ (e.g., “the dog is 

sleeping”). 
6. CASL Picture 13 (Shows a crying baby): [Past Tense] 
When the baby fell down, what did he do? 
_________________ (e.g., “He cried for his mom”). 
7. CASL Picture 14 (Shows two different actions): [Present 
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Progressive ARE/Plural] 
Here the birds are eating. 
__________________ (e.g., “Here the birds are flying”). 
8. CASL Picture 17 (Shows two pictures with/without a ball): 

[Negation] 
Is there a ball on this table? 
______________ (e.g., “No, there isn’t”). 
9. CASL Picture 18 (Shows a four picture narrative se- 

quence): [Past Tense] 
Ellen played outside. (Point to next pictures and prompt stu- 

dents). 
(e.g., Ellen played outside). 

(e.g., Her mother called her for dinner). 
(e.g., Ellen went inside). 
(e.g., She ate dinner/She ate supper). 
10. CASL Picture 19 (Shows mother and son): [Negation] 
Mother: You lied to me. I know you were smoking. 
Son: No, _________________ (e.g., “I didn’t. I didn’t 

smoke”). 
11. CASL Picture 22 (Shows woman talking to a man): [Ne- 

gation] 
Will you please have dinner with me? 
No, ___________________ (e.g., “No, I won’t. I don’t like 

you”). 
 

Appendix D 

Table D1. 
Multiple regression correlation of EFL acquisition to six causes. 

Model R R Square Adjusted R Square Std. Error of the Estimate 

1 .773 .597 .328 24.03776 

 
Table D2. 
Independent variables of multiple regression formula. 

Unstandardized Coefficients Standardized Coefficients 
Model 

B Std. Error Beta 
t Sig. 

(Constant) 64.997 29.472  2.205 .055 

Frequency in EFL Context .021 .020 .243 1.081 .308 

L1 Similarity 12.599 8.941 .368 1.409 .192 

Morphosyntactic Alternations −.025 .023 −.404 −1.097 .301 

Semantic Complexity −2.872 6.745 −.171 −.426 .680 

Sonority .372 .616 .288 .604 .561 

1 

Morphosyntactic Complexity −4.864 6.359 −.197 −.765 .464 
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